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WHERE: 
Tulum (Yucatec: Tulu'um) is the site of a Pre-Columbian Maya walled 
city serving as a major port for Cobá. The ruins are situated on 12-meter 
(39 ft) tall cliffs, along the east coast of the Yucatán Peninsula on the 
Caribbean Sea in the state of Quintana Roo, Mexico. Tulum was one of 
the last cities inhabited and built by the Mayas; it was at its height 
between the 13th and 15th centuries and managed to survive about 70 
years after the Spanish began occupying Mexico. Old World diseases 
brought by the Spanish settlers appear to have been the cause of its 
demise. One of the best-preserved coastal Maya sites. 
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WHO WAS PAKAL  



K'inich Janaab' Pakal  (March 603 – August 683) was ruler of the 
Maya polity of Palenque in the Late Classic period of pre-Columbian 
Mesoamerican chronology. During a long reign of some 68 years — the 
longest known regnal period in Western Hemisphere history, — Pakal 
was responsible for the construction or extension of Palenque's most 
notable surviving inscriptions and monumental architecture. After having 
assumed the throne at age twelve, he ruled Palenque for an astonishing 
68 years. During his reign, Palenque became a Mayan Florence, a 
medium-sized city crammed with unsurpassed architecture and art. 

Pakal's tomb was found in the so-called Pyramid of Inscriptions. Until 
this find, it was not known that the Mayan's buried their rulers in a very 
similar fashion to the ancient Egyptians. 
The concept and execution of Pakal's tomb are really remarkably similar 
to the Egyptian pyramids, which served as a sort of launching platform 
for deceased pharaohs, including worldly goods the Pharaoh would 
need and elaborate inscriptions as to how the Pharaohs' soul was to 
navigate through the underworld and reach the afterlife. Pakal's tomb 
was not only filled with relics and treasures, it also contained six 
servants. 
The lid on the tomb describes how Pakal's soul is to maneuver through 
the underworld. It shows the ruler seated upon the Monster of the Sun, 
in its state of transition between life and death: a skeleton from the 
mouth down, yet with the eyes of a living being. The sun enters into this 
state of transition at dawn and at dusk. Here, the emblem of the Monster 
of the Sun contains the ‘cimi’, the sign of death, representing the ‘death 
of the sun’ or sunset, with the sun located on the horizon, sinking into 
Xibalba – the underworld. 
The movement of the sun from east to west represents Pakal's journey 
from life into death. Inside the underworld at the centre of the universe, 
stands the sacred World Tree with a Celestial Bird—symbol of the 
kingdom of heaven. 
Each night, the Mayans saw the Milky Way rise after the sun had set. 
For them, this starry river was the Underworld, and the dark space at its 
centre was the ‘Dragon's Mouth’ - its entrance. The ‘World Tree’ was 
basically the cross formed by the Milky Way rising perpendicular to the 
horizon. 
(text: Edgar Foley) 
The large carved stone sarcophagus lid in the Temple of Inscriptions is a 
unique piece of Classic Maya art. Iconographically, it is closely related to 
the large wall panels of the temples of the Cross and the Foliated Cross 
centered on world trees. Around the edges of the lid is a band with 
cosmological signs, including those for sun, moon, and star, as well as 
the heads of six named noblemen of varying rank.[10] The central image 



is that of a cruciform world tree. Beneath Pakal is one of the heads of a 
celestial two-headed serpent viewed frontally. Both the king and the 
serpent head on which he seems to rest are framed by the open jaws of 
a funerary serpent, a common iconographic device for signalling 
entrance into, or residence in, the realm(s) of the dead. The king himself 
wears the attributes of the Tonsured maize god - in particular a turtle 
ornament on the breast - and is shown in a peculiar posture that may 
denote rebirth. 

In 1949, the Mexican archaeologist Alberto Ruz discovered a vaulted room beneath the floor of the Temple of 

Inscriptions, in which he also discovered this large sarcophagus. The most incredible reproduction of the images 

on this particular sarcophagus have been made by professor Marle Greene Roberston, through rubbings on rice 

paper.    The human figure portrayed in relief on that stone slab has become known as "the astronaut" to some; 

as "Pakal", a maya ruler, to others. From the glyphs one may view the subject as Pakal; from the visual theme one 

may see something that looks like a spacecraft within which he is seated. Pakal appears to be seated at a control 

panel within a housing device, very similar to today's space capsules. This relief sculpture has been dated at 

around 690 our era, when there were apparently no space vehicles in existence; that we know of anyway. Pakal's 

posture and positioning appear to reflect the concept of movement, with his body leaning slightly forward, as 

though he were traveling towards a specific point, in a particular direction. Hugh Harleston, Jr., in 1974, produced 

a very vivid image and detailed analysis of the possibility for interpreting Pakal's housing device to represent a 

spacecraft. We should like to further that analysis by adding the concept of movement to the inter

Classical mayan studies reveal an interpretation of this sculpture that identifies its elements to 

represent the world-directional tree symbolized by the cross, while the housing portrays the idea of 

the fleshless jaws of an earth-serpent. 

 

PAKAL: THE CLASSIC INTERPRETATION 
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Here a view of those who believe that the sculpture could actually be a representation of 

a space ship: 
 

"If we visualize the concept of movement suggested in the sculpture, a very distinct possibility of 



interpretation appears. Pakal's forward leaning position would seem to suggest that of someone 

traveling at a fast speed, as we know it today. From the perspective of the possibility of movement, 

we shall analyze the image from the viewpoint of mechanics and engineering. In order to achieve 

this, we must break down the parts of the image and consider the possible movement of each 

particular section. By doing this, we shall observe how this stone slab of possibility more than 1300 

years old, may actually be registering an event of space travel, long before we ever thought it to be 

possible on Earth; or even in the Universe.  Today, we feverishly search the sky f

trace of visitors from outer space; we fervently analyze the crop circles in the wheat fields of 

England for possible evidence of their visiting us now. We might have to examine the historical 

record with a little more persistence in order to see that the ancestors of the Earth, those who have 

gone before us, may possibly have documented just such an experience already. The 

of the Temple of Inscriptions may just be that example of historical documentation. "

 

 

 

 

 

The painting , artist note: 
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Some of the interpretations of this image as a kind of space travel description don't 

seems to be acceptable to me; the use of the visual references in the Pakal figure are 

largely used in previous Mayan art and the image construction following its legacy 

is actually understandable; it has to be appreciated  the admirable  complexity , 

especially considering the time it was created, not to be forgotten this is considered 

one of the most complex Mayan art craft ever created.  

Despite the happiness to come back to Tulum for an art project, the great 

excitement to realize this work was given by the possibility to paint the biggest wall 



in front of the Mayan church in the old town.  

The site is in fact consider sacred place in town and it represent a crucial poi

the Mayan community.  The intention was mainly to respect such a important 

place and not to invade it with street art-like outsiders images. The Pakal famous 

travel ship was indeed the best possible choice for the project and it was in fact the 

first chosen . Together with the Mayan culture i intended to celebrate the wider 

production of Central and South America's culture in murals; in order to do so the 

whole wall has been painted entirely using  watercolor base paint and classic 

brush on rough wall. The color's gamma used are also mainly  representative in 

the latin tradition. The style has been adjust with some of mine past productions 

and influences by the most modern digital-like techniques.  

 

I like the fact that many people believe that this one could be a spaceship so i 

transformed the vision of it in a "dreams spaceship" where what i wanted to 

underlined is the intimate relation that Mayan culture had with the spiritual word 

and their own vision. El vuelo de Pakal is infact a depicted travel 

world and in the nights vision, guided by Quetzal the bird with feathers

paradise-light bird in the unconscious world of symbols and colors.  

The constellation in the left side are the one present in that very direction on the 

sky of Tulum the night of the 21th of december 2014. i wanted to stop the time that 

day so it will be a reminder that what matter in history is always the present that 

will shape the future and form the past. Also some of color chosen for part of the 

mural pay respect to the culture tradition in the colors for the  directions divided 

by the tree. 

The World of colors according to the Maya 

The Maya believed the world was a horizontal plane with four corners, each represented by a color. East 
was red symbolizing the rebirth of the sun. West was black - the place for the sun's death. White 
represented north and yellow was south. A fifth vertical coordinate lay at the earth's center and its color 
was blue-green. In this center a big ceiba tree grew, uniting the Mayan universe. Its roots reached down 
to the underworld of the dead and its trunk stretched up into heaven, where the gods lived. In this 
landscape full of caves, it's easy to see how nature supports such a belief. The caves are cool and damp, 
much like you would imagine the Underworld. Often the roots of the trees stretch right through the cave 



roof in search for water. The mountains and caves were the transitions between the physical world and 
the spiritual world. As the Yucatán is nearly flat, the pyramids were seen as manmade mountains, as a 
center of power. A temple doorway represents a cave leading into the center of that mountain 
the Underworld.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spirits and Ghosts 

smoker.gif ¬ 
The Mayan world is a place full of spirits and ghosts. They believed that every creation had un unseen 
power and they made no distinction between natural and supernatural power. This is something the Maya 
had in common with people throughout Mesoamerica and a notion that is very much alive in today's Latin 
America. A mountain can hold a deity and a rock a spirit. Ghosts are out at night, and spirits roam the 
jungle. To get in touch with the supernatural, like the jaguar spirit or some other transformation, 
shamans would use one of over 40 hallucinogenic plants that grow in the jungle, like this Mayan dude 
sparking up a doobie. 

 

 

 

 

Extra info about the site in Palenque.  

The monument  

The Temple of the Inscriptions, as was the norm at Palenque, was extensively decorated both inside and 

out. However, centuries of abandonment the ravages of the jungle have left few remnants of what must 

have originally been a stunning façade. Only stubs remain of the roofcomb, and none of the stucco 

decoration on it has survived. Stone armatures remain on the façade of the roof itself, indicating that 

designs likely similar to those seen on the better preserved Temple of the Sun were once present here as 

well. Following the pattern seen elsewhere at Palenque, it is likely that images of Pakal or of deities would 



have featured prominently. 

While the upper roof decoration of the Temple of the Inscriptions has been completely destroyed, the 

stucco decoration on some of the piers and below the cornice survived in a better state. Sadly, the outer 

two piers, which contained long glyphic texts (ninety-three glyphs on pier A and ninety

F), are the most damaged, and only a handful of isolated glyphs survived intact. The eastern pier  began 

with an Initial Series date, of which survives nothing but the day sign Chuen with an apparent coefficient 

of 5. Other remaining sections include two partial distance numbers and an isolated glyph referring to a 

capture. Of note is glyph G6, which as Merle Greene Robertson has observed, appears to be the first part 

of the common wing-shell  death expression (Robertson 1983:29). It is tempting to see this possible 

death  expression on the mortuary pyramid of K’inich Janaab Pakal I as a reference  to the death of the 

great king, and this assumption seems to be borne out, as  only thirteen glyph blocks intervene between 

Glyph G6 and Glyphs I1-J2,  the first glyphs on Pier F and the only ones that survive on that pier. Glyph

  I1-J2 (Figure 2) are the names and titles of K’inich Kan Bahlam II, the son and  successor of K’inich 

Janaab Pakal. It is clear that it was this son of Pakal who oversaw the final decoration of the Temple of the 

Inscriptions, and if glyph G6 is indeed a death glyph then we can say that the history that Kan Bahlam 

recorded on Piers A and F was split between events in the reign of his father, including military victories 

(on Pier A), and events from his own reign. 

It is worth noting that glyph I2 on Pier F gives K’inich Kan Bahlam  II the title of tenth king of Palenque. 

We know of at least twelve named  kings of Palenque who preceded him on the throne, and so K’inich 

Kan  Bahlam II’s title can only mean that at least three Palenque kings were  not included in th

official kings. Most interestingly, nine Palenque  kings are named in the history of the Temple of the 

Inscriptions texts while  ten are named in the Temple of the Cross text. Both include K’inich Kan

Bahlam and his father, K’inich Janaab Pakal the Great, and overlap in providing historical information on 

four other kings. It appears that between the commissioning of the Temple of the Inscriptions and the 

Temple of the Cross three kings, namely Lady Yohl Ik’nal, Aj Ne Yohl Mat2 and Muwaan Mat, were 

dropped from the list of official kings. This interesting case of historical revisionism is too complex to be 

discussed here in the present work, and an examination of this is currently under preparation by the author. 

It can be noted here, however, that this rewriting of history by K’inich Kan Bahlam suggests that at least 

the earlier portions of the Temple of the Inscription main text were designed by K’inich Janaab Pakal I 

and/or his scribes, as they include these kings later dropped from the official history of the Temple of the 

Cross. This would provide further evidence that Pakal died during the construction of his mortuary 

pyramid. 

Above the piers and beneath the eaves of the Temple itself was originally placed a long, horizontal 

hieroglyphic text (Figure 3). When the wooden lintels above the doorways rotted away they took with 

them the glyphs they bore. Peter Mathews (1993) made the first study of the remaining hieroglyphs and 

noted that the inscription originally comprised 44 glyphs, of which only six remained in place. These 

included glyphs C and X of the Secondary Series for the opening Initial Series date (at positions 10 and 

11), as well as a Calendar Round date of 1 Ik 10 Tzec (positions 17 and 18) and a Distance Number of 12 



tuns, 3 uinals, and 0 kins (at positions 26 and 27). Mathews realized that the Calendar Round was an 

819-day position, which corresponds to 9.12.16.2.2 in the Long Count calendar and 18 May 688 in our 

own western calendar3. Given the mechanism of the 819 day count, Mathews noted that this restricted the 

Initial Series date to the period between 9.12.16.2.3 and 9.12.18.7.0. This range can further be refined, as a 

number of glyphs from this text were removed by early Spanish explorers and found their way to a 

museum in Madrid. These include the Initial Series Introductory Glyph which features the patron of the 

month Pax. This means that the Initial Series date has to fall within the twenty day period of the month of 

Pax, within the seventeenth tun of the tenth baktun. The Initial Series date in the eaves text of the Temple 

of the Inscriptions is thus a date between 9.12.16.13.12, 3 Eb 0 Pax (14 December 688) and 9.12.16.13.12, 

10 Eb 20 Pax (3 January 689)4. 

It is possible to reveal a second date in the eaves text as the Distance Number (DN) of 12.3.0 must lead 

back from the IS date.5 Given the imprecision in the IS date, this earlier date falls between 9.12.4.9.12, 4 

Eb 0 Pax (17 December 676) and 9.12.4.10.12, 11 Eb 20 Pax (6 January 677). It can readily be seen that 

the Calendar Rounds of the two dates are almost identical, the earlier differing only in having a tzolkin 

coefficient one larger than the later date. This is not likely to be coincidental and raises the question of 

what events occurred on these dates. Sadly, no glyphs survive to indicate what these events were. 

However, given the topical matter covered in other eaves texts at Palenque and the fact that the IS date 

falls a good five years after all other dates in the Temple of the Inscriptions, it is most likely that the

date is when the final dedication of the temple took place. Schele and Mathews (1998:100) interpreted the 

two dates as two stages in the construction of the temple, the earlier marking the initiation of construction 

and the later date marking the final dedication. If true, this would indicate that it took a period of almost 

exactly twelve years to carry out the construction of the Temple of the Inscriptions. While the lack of most 

of the glyphs in the eaves text on the temple precludes certainty in this interpretation, it is an eminently 

reasonable theory and makes perfect sense of the available evidence. 

If true, it also tells us that K’inich Janaab Pakal the Great initiated construction on his mortuary pyramid at 

the age of 73, only a year before he would supersede K’an Joy Chitam I as the longest living king of 

Palenque. Ten years earlier he had already become the longest reigning ruler of his kingdom, and in the 

subsequent ten years it appears that he completed the construction of his new palace. In 6

years earlier, his wife Lady Tz’akbu Ajaw, had died. In 675 occurred the last event that would be recorded 

on the Inscriptions tablets prior to Pakal’s own death, and this was an apparently war- related arrival. With 

other major building projects completed and his kingdom secure and prosperous, by 677 Pakal’s thoughts 

must have started focusing on his own mortality. The decision to design and begin construction of his own 

funerary pyramid, quite remarkable in the ancient Maya world, would have taken advantage of a highly 

skilled and experienced work force in Palenque and arguably the greatest group of architects ever seen in 

ancient America. 

While a groundbreaking on the Temple of the Inscriptions project in late 677/early 678 would have been 

perfect timing for the construction crews, time was running out for the king. K’inich Janaab Pakal the 

Great died in August of 683, and if the above interpretation of the eaves dates of the Temple of the 

Inscriptions is correct, this was five and a half years into the construction process, approximately halfway 



through. Pakal’s son and successor, K’inich Kan Bahlam II, would spend another five years finishing the 

construction and decoration of the temple. While there is some evidence for haste in the final c

the sarcophagus deep within the temple (Robertson 1983:63) no such evidence can be seen in the exterior 

decoration. For reasons that cannot now be determined, it appears that Kan Bahlam had the tomb 

decoration hurriedly finished following the death of his father before sealing the tomb and then, at a much 

less frantic pace, finished the rest of the decoration of the temple. 

The only decoration carried out within the temple rooms consisted of the carving of the hieroglyphic 

tablets that provide the name for this temple. The rest of the decoration took place on the roof and piers of 

the structure. Six piers frame the five frontal openings into the Temple of the Inscriptions that provide 

access to the structure from the north (Figure 4). The inner four piers depict standing figures, all facing the 

central doorway of the temple (Figure 5). Each one stands atop a monster mask depicting supernatural 

locations. Each figure is portrayed holding an infant that is characterized by having one foot terminate in

serpent. This is none other than Unen K’awiil, ‘Baby K’awiil,’ better known as GII, the youngest of the 

Palenque Triad of gods. 

While these babies have been interpreted as images of K’inich Kan Bahlam II (Robertson 1983:37, Schele 

and Freidel 1990:236), it is far more likely that these babies portray none other than K’inich Janaab Pakal 

himself, for on the sarcophagus lid in the tomb below, this king is shown in the same ‘infant’ pose, and 

with the smoking axe of K’awiil piercing his forehead. It would appear that in death Pakal was reborn as 

one of Palenque’s patron gods. This identification is further supported by the fact that the famous 

‘psychoduct’ that leads from Pakal’s sarcophagus ascends the internal staircase and crosses the floor of the 

temple before terminating directly in front of Pier C (Robertson 1983:35). The psychoduct provided 

access for a vision serpent to ferry Pakal’s spirit from his tomb to the temple above, and such a vision 

serpent grows from the foot of the Unen K’awiil being held on the piers. The Unen K’awiil within the 

tomb (Pakal portrayed atop his sarcophagus lid) is the same Unen K’awiil seen on the piers. The nobles 

walking into the temple would thus have seen their beloved king being born into the otherworld as their 

own patron god, Unen the infant Unen K’awiil/Pakal are four adult figures. No glyphs 

them, but the outer two have name elements in their headdresses that  Linda Schele and Peter Mathews 

read as the names Kan Bahlam and K’uk’ Bahlam . 

 K’uk’ Bahlam, of course, is the founder of Palenque’s Classic Period dynasty. Schele and

considered the Kan Bahlam image  as a depiction of the earlier king of  that name, who ruled in the late 

sixth century.  However, it is also possible that this was an image of Pakal’s son, considering that he 

oversaw these decorations. A single glyph survives in the name and title string of the Kan Bahlam king 

and this reads balu’n chan, “nine/many snakes”. Unfortunately, this is an otherwise unattested name or 

title and does not aid in revealing the identity of the portrayed lord. Erosion obscures the identities of the 

figures on the central piers, although enough remains to show that they were dressed as male and female, 

and quite possibly portrayed Pakal’s parents, Lady Sak K’uk’ and K’an Mo’ Hiix. The male figure on Pier 

D carries the Palenque Emblem Glyph, and while K’an Mo’ Hiix was never an actual king of Palenque he 

is given a full Emblem Glyph on the Sarcophagus. All four figures on the piers stand atop zoomorphic 



glyphs referring to supernatural locations and objects such as the Quadripartite Badge (Pier E), the Seven 

Black-Yellow Place (Pier D), and blood (Pier C). 

Flanking the stairs that led up into the temple atop the pyramid are two panels portraying human figures,

thought to be captives, very similar to those of Houses A and C of the Palace.6 These captives are 

distinctive for still having fancy headdresses, prominent pectorals and loincloths, and no clear evidence of 

rope around their limbs. They may, in fact, not be captives at all. In their arms they hold calendar glyphs, 

presumably tzolkin days. The day signs are completely eroded, but the coefficients remain: 6 on the left 

panel and 13 on the right. If these figures are indeed captives, the dates likely refer to those on which they 

were captured. If they are not captives, there is no telling what the dates are meant to signify.

Merle Greene Robertson’s laborious investigations of Palenque’s stucco sculpture revealed that three 

basic colors were used to paint the stucco decoration on structural piers (Robertson 1983:51

were red, blue/green, and yellow. Quetzal feathers and jade jewelry were painted blue/green while the 

flesh of the figures, other elements of costume, and the background were painted in various shades of red 

and yellow. The hieroglyphic panels of Piers A and F, however, had a specific color scheme. As on all of 

the piers, the background was painted red. The hieroglyphs were made separately and painted blue/green 

before being pressed into the fresh and still soft stucco backgrounds. The stucco decoration on the roof 

would have likely followed a similar pattern, and the temple must have been a sight to behold for the 

roughly one hundred years it was in use by Pakal’s descendants. 

 

 

 


